Swallow Shield™

Prevents swallows and bats from nesting and messing on your home or business. Bird-B-Gone® Swallow Shield™ is a humane, light weight, easy to install deterrent used to prevent swallows from making mud nests in eaves, overhangs, gables, entry ways and other areas. This versatile product can also be used as a bat deterrent.

Swallow Shield™ is virtually invisible from the ground level. Each clear strip of Swallow Shield™ has a self-adhering back for fast application. Clean mono-filament lines hang from each strip. The lines block access to nesting sites and harass swallows’ wings encouraging them to leave the area. Bats will no longer be able to navigate to resting spots as the lines disrupt their sonar abilities.

**Have installation questions?**
*Call our bird control experts for help with any pest bird problem.*

**Advantages & Benefits**
- Prevents swallows and bats from nesting
- For use under eaves, overhangs, gables, entry ways and other areas
- Humane and effective
- Does not harm birds, bats or wildlife
- Easy to install, just peel and stick - no tools required!
- Best swallow deterrent on the market!

**LAW PROHIBITS DESTRUCTION OF ACTIVE BIRD NESTS. REFER TO LOCAL OR FEDERAL WILDLIFE REGULATIONS.**